Lesson Plan: Compost Critters

Adapted from the Environmental Protection Agency’s “The Quest for Less, Chapter 2.3: Composting”—www.epa.gov

Goal: To learn about how nature “recycles” its own resources.

Assessment: Students will search for and observe some of nature’s recyclers at work, learning what role each plant or animal plays in the recycling process.

Age Group: Grades K-2

Time: 1 hour for outdoor expedition, 30 minutes for in-class follow-up

Materials:
- An outdoor area (such as a yard, park, or garden) that offers access to some of the following: rocks, trees (dead or living), leaf litter, mushrooms.
- One or two teacher’s aides or parents to help facilitate the outdoor adventure (optional).
- Several sheets of drawing paper and pencils or crayons per student.
- One clear viewing container with holes.

Vocabulary

Decay – to decrease usually gradually in size, quantity, activity or force.

Mushroom – a fleshy part of a fungus that bears spores, grows above ground, and consists usually of a stem bearing a flattened cap.

Millipede – any of a class of arthropods having a long segmented body with a hard covering, two pairs of legs on most segments, and unlike the related centipedes, no poison fangs.

Fungi – any of a kingdom of living things (as molds, rusts, mildews, smuts and mushrooms) that lack chlorophyll, are parasitic or live on dead or decaying organic matter, and were formerly considered plants.

Lichen – a fungus that grows symbiotically with algae, resulting in a composite organism that characteristically forms a crust like or branching growth on rocks or tree trunks.

Background Information for Teachers

Visit your chosen outdoor area prior to the class trip in order to make sure it is suitable for viewing nature’s recyclers. Scout out four specific “stations” for the students to visit including a live tree, an old decomposing log, a large rock (or board) in the soil, and a leaf-covered patch of soil. To draw insects to a specific spot, you might want to plant a log or board in the soil several days in advance.
Activity

- Discuss recycling with the students and explain the following concepts:
  - Why we recycle and why nature also needs to recapture the value of its organic waste.
  - What kinds of “trash” get “recycled” in nature?
  - Who recycles these materials? Discuss the plants and animals, such as snails, slugs, beetles, millipedes, earthworms, fungi, pill-bugs, snow bugs, mushrooms, and lichen that perform nature’s recycling work.
- Divide the class into small groups of three to four students. Explain that the students are now adventurers on a mission to locate and study nature’s recyclers at work. Remind students that it’s very important to observe, but not touch or disturb the recyclers or their habitat.
- Lead the students to your predetermined outdoor area and stop at each of the four stations. At each station, first lead a discussion (see below) and then give each group of students the chance to get up close and make individual observations. A list of suggested topics and discussion questions for each station follows:

Station #1 – Live Tree
✓ Ask students what makes the tree grow. Where are its roots? Where does it get its food from?
✓ Will the tree live forever?
✓ Are its leaves falling to the ground?

Station #2 – Dead, Decaying Log
✓ Ask students how this tree is different from the live one.
✓ Have them touch and smell the bark. How is it different than the live bark? Is it dry or damp?
✓ Do the students see evidence of the wood being eaten? By what?
✓ Have the students look in the crevices and cracks for any of nature’s recyclers at work. If they see ants, spiders, millipedes, mushrooms, etc., ask them the following questions:
  - Is it a plant or animal?
  - What’s its name?
  - How does it move? How many legs does it have?
  - What color is it?
  - Why is it living under this dead log? What does it eat?
  - How many of these creatures are living together?
✓ If it’s possible (and safe), capture a few of these recyclers in your clear container and let the students view them up close. You may want to impose an item limit to prevent too much disruption for the critters. Make a point of returning the creatures safely to their homes after the viewing is over.

Station #3 – Large Rock or Board
✓ Have the students watch as you carefully lift the rock from its position. Ask students to look at what’s underneath it.
✓ What’s it like under the rock? Is it dark and moist?
✓ Can the students see any of nature’s recyclers at work here? If they do see life, ask them the same questions as above:
  - Is it a plant or animal?
  - What’s its name?
  - How does it move? How many legs does it have?
  - What color is it?
  - Why is it living under this rock or board? What does it eat?
  - How many of these creatures are living together?
Station #4 – Leaf Litter and Soil
- Have the students use their hands to dig through the leaves and into the soil.
- Ask them to compare these leaves to the leaves still on the live tree. How are they different? Are these leaves older? Are they wet or dry?
- Have the students look for evidence of nature’s recyclers; again, identify and discuss any animals or plants that they find.
- Ask the students to feel and smell the soil. How does it compare to the dead log they visited earlier?

- Before returning to the classroom, visit the live tree station again. Ask students to think again about where this tree gets its food. Discuss how the decaying log, busy creatures, and moist, rich soil all play a role in keeping the tree alive.
- Once back in the classroom, pass out paper and colored pencils or crayons to students.
- Have each student draw one of the recyclers he or she saw outside.
- Ask each student to verbally describe to the class how this creature moves, what it’s called and what recycling role it plays in nature.
- Ask the students how they are like nature’s recyclers. Do they recycle anything at home? How does it get reused?
- Have the students draw a tree in different stages of its life. Showing the tree budding, in full growth, with leaves falling, as a dead tree, having fallen as a log and decaying back into earth and as a new tree growing from the soil.

Extensions
- Engage students in a role-playing activity. Have students pretend that they are different recyclers (ants, millipedes, worms, mushrooms, spiders.) Ask the students how these animals or plants moved or behaved. Have the students imitate this behavior.
- Study nature’s recyclers in the winter by collecting some leaf litter, bringing it inside, and warming it with a lamp. Dormant recyclers, such as millipedes, ants, spiders and worms will come to life under the heat.
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